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Introduction

Any casual observation of young children reveals that people are naturally 
created by God to grow and learn. The world of the child is a natural place 
of inquisitiveness, discovery, and wonder, marked by questions of “why?” 
and “how?” and “why?” again . . . and again. Learning is at the forefront of 
each day’s activity.

Somewhere along the way to adulthood, it seems that curiosity and a 
desire to learn take the backseat to other pursuits. Adolescents can de-
scribe school as “boring” or irrelevant, and newspaper headlines question 
the value of college education based on rising cost and potential earnings. 
Other critics suggest that consumerism and a media-saturated world full of 
bite-sized information and search engine expediency produce less-intelligent 
generations.1 The most common question, “Is there Wi-Fi?” shows the role 
that technology now plays in how we all learn and interact with our world.

Perhaps we still are curious and really do want to learn.
It is into the dynamic and fluid context of young people that Christian 

teachers step, charged with ministering to the next generations and help-
ing them grow in spiritual maturity and in wisdom and understanding of 
the Christian faith (Rom. 12:2; 2 Pet. 3:18). Rather than throwing up their 
hands in despair at changes and challenges, committed Christian workers 
strive toward greater understanding of the teaching dynamic and its role 
in Christian spiritual formation. Rather than settle for what is minimum 

1. For instance, Mark Bauerlein, The Dumbest Generation: How the Digital Age Stupefies 
Young Americans and Jeopardizes Our Future (Or, Don’t Trust Anyone Under 30) (New York: 
Tarcher, 2009).
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x  Introduction

or average, skilled teachers work to discover greater levels of effectiveness 
in engaging the next generations of learners.

The church needs good teachers more than ever, teachers who

• understand spiritual formation,

• know how learning takes place for all ages,

• can employ insights from important theologies and theories,

• possess a ready repertoire of creative methods,

• are committed to prayer, and

• have a history of seeing the Holy Spirit use their teaching for spiritual 
transformation.

The truth is that young people are still wired to learn. They do wonder 
about important questions, and they still engage in what is meaningful and 
relevant. Perhaps part of the problem today is not with the learners but is 
on the side of the teaching. It certainly feels like at no other time in recent 
history has it been as important for Christian teaching to be effective, en-
gaging, and of excellent quality.

Teaching for Spiritual Growth

The Christian teacher works to see spiritual growth in the lives of those he 
or she teaches. He wants others to know Jesus (Phil. 3:10) through salvation 
(Rom. 10:9–10) and develop a love for God (Luke 10:27; John 14:15–23) and an 
understanding of his Word (Ps. 1:1–3; 1 John 2:5). She wants to see students 
translate trusting faith and belief into loving action toward others (Matt. 
5:43–48; John 3:34) with mercy and grace that transcends and overcomes 
social divisions. Christian teaching participates in God’s work by helping 
learners grow in wisdom, stature, and favor with God and with others.2

Perry Downs defines the goal of Christian teaching as “the ministry of 
bringing the believer to maturity in Jesus Christ.”3 This helpful definition 
is worth a closer look.

Maturity. The parallels between developmental and spiritual growth 
were obvious to the New Testament writers (1 Cor. 14:20; Eph. 4:11–14; Heb. 

2. This is taken from Luke 2:52, a description of Jesus’s growth between the ages of twelve 
and thirty. It has been used by Youth for Christ USA to form the “balanced life concept” for their 
Campus Life teaching curriculum.

3. Perry G. Downs, Teaching for Spiritual Growth: An Introduction to Christian Education 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 16.
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5:12–14). In the same way that a person grows physically, faith grows from 
greater experience, challenge, conviction, and understanding. In ministry 
settings, understanding gets less focus as a goal than the first three. Yet 
Paul knew of the role that it played: “We have not ceased to pray for you, 
asking that you may be filled with the knowledge of his will in all spiritual 
wisdom and understanding, so as to walk in a manner worthy of the Lord, 
fully pleasing to him, bearing fruit in every good work and increasing in the 
knowledge of God” (Col. 1:9–10). If understanding is important to maturity, 
then teaching is an important emphasis within Christian ministry.

In Christ. It is through Christ’s presence that we are empowered to par-
ticipate in a teaching ministry so that others may be transformed by his 
power. Believers participate in a new reality in Christ (2 Cor. 5:17) through 
the formation (nurture) of faith based on truth (knowledge) (Rom. 12:1–2), a 
truth centered on Jesus and his life, death, and resurrection (1 Cor. 15:14). 
The transformation through the Holy Spirit produces the virtues and fruit 
(Gal. 5:22–25) that reflect Christ’s presence in our lives.4

The ministry of bringing. Christian teaching is not reduced to mere trans-
fer of information; it plays a vital role in bringing to spiritual maturity. 
Christian teaching is part of the discipling process, an essential response to 
Christ’s commission (Matt. 28:18–20). Teaching, then, is part of our ultimate 
purpose: to make disciples.

However, just because teaching is happening doesn’t mean that learning, 
especially a “bringing to maturity,” follows. The writer of Hebrews acknowl-
edged as much, challenging readers to “move beyond the elementary teach-
ings about Christ and be taken forward to maturity” (Heb. 6:1 NIV). It’s a 
bit startling to think that we can be teaching, even about Christian topics, 
and not be serving our learners’ growth at all. Teaching in a way so that we 
“bring” people to spiritual maturity in Christ seems to demand something 
from those who teach. This book intends to help readers faithfully fulfill 
those requirements and teach in ways where they regularly bring believers 
to maturity in Jesus Christ.

Our Challenge

We stand here in a new century with a significant challenge before us. Re-
cent research suggests that the church is losing young adults, even those 
who “grew up” in the church. David Kinnaman says young adults leave in 

4. There are quite a few lists of virtues in the New Testament: Rom. 12:9–21; 13:8–14; Eph. 
4:25–5:10; Col. 3:1–17; 1 Thess. 5:12–22; 1 Tim. 3:13–4:4; and 2 Pet. 1:5–7.

 Introduction
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xii  Introduction

part because the church has failed to help them think about and answer 
difficult questions.5 Similarly, the largest study on the religiosity of youth 
in America showed that church teens were surprisingly inarticulate about 
their faith. When researchers posed questions about what they believed, 
young people said it was the first time that an adult had asked them about 
their beliefs, and they seemed unable to answer basic questions about the 
central doctrines of the Christian faith.6 Though there is a lot of teaching 
in the church, could it be that there is not as much learning?

We need to revitalize the task of teaching the next generations, but not 
with default, “the way we’ve always done it” approaches or with an “anything 
goes” pragmatic recklessness that misses the mark in helping students grow 
in maturity. The next generation needs teachers—engaging teachers, wise 
teachers, joyful teachers, and well-studied teachers. Young people need to be 
engaged deeply in relevant ways beyond elementary teachings. They need 
a “thought-full” faith rooted in Scripture, empowered by the Spirit, and 
connected to everyday realities to face contemporary challenges, historical 
tensions, and the difficult questions.

This Book

This text champions the cause and goals of Christian teaching in ministry to 
young people and provides an introduction to teaching in all sorts of ministry 
contexts. The first section of the book explores core concepts that explain 
the focus and purpose of Christian teaching. The second section presents 
forces that give shape to teaching and learning contexts. It is critical for 
the Christian teacher to have a ready understanding of how developmental, 
social, mental, and cultural dynamics affect spiritual growth. The third sec-
tion builds on the previous chapters and makes application to curricular 
theory as it relates to ministry across the earlier years of life. Given the 
current discussions and concerns, extra attention has been given to family 
and intergenerational ministry.

The fourth section helps readers grow in their methodological expertise 
and skills. Teaching the Bible, discussing in a group, and speaking in front 
of a large group are primary to most ministries. However, effective teaching 
and learning are not reserved to formal teaching times given the active and 

5. David Kinnaman. You Lost Me: Why Young Christians Are Leaving the Church . . . and 
Rethinking Faith (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2011).

6. Christian Smith and Melina Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiri-
tual Lives of Teenagers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005).
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hyper-connected lives of today’s young people. Trips, small groups, camps and 
retreats, and one-on-one conversations have been shown to be among the 
most effective forms of Christian ministry. This book uses simulation games 
and outdoor learning as just two examples of creative teaching methods.

The book concludes with three chapters on often-ignored topics that are 
essential to effectiveness. The first chapter in this section discusses evalu-
ation—of our own teaching and of students’ learning—as fundamental to 
our ongoing teaching success. The second chapter focuses on developing 
volunteers as teachers, a common task that often proves difficult. The final 
chapter provides teachers with numerous technological tools that offer enor-
mous creative and dynamic opportunities for Christian teachers.7

I am thankful that you are joining us on the journey to be the best teacher 
you can be, one whom God uses to lead others to faith in Christ, to see them 
grow in spiritual maturity, and then to watch as they go out and do the same 
because they are well prepared in mind, heart, and practice. May God bless 
you as you read, study, learn, and grow. Let’s get started!

Terry Linhart

7. In the coming years, perhaps someone will pioneer an effective and engaging, technologi-
cally aided learning environment.

 Introduction
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Section  

One
Core 
Concepts

Anytime we teach, there is an implicit understanding at work about teach-
ing’s function and purpose. This first section highlights the theological, 
biblical, and philosophical purposes that undergird Christian teaching. The 
effective Christian teacher is conscious of the goals and strategies of teaching, 
and the reasons for them. In an information-driven age, regularly described 
as postmodern or pluralistic, the importance of clarity on these topics is as 
acute as ever. Christian teaching can otherwise lose its focus, misunderstand 
its purpose, and fail to serve the next generation’s spiritual growth.

These six chapters are starting points toward a clear philosophy of Chris-
tian education, toward a biblical basis for our work as Christian teachers, 
and toward faithful participation in the mission that Christ has given to 
the church. Each chapter acts as an introduction to its given topic, with ad-
ditional resources provided at the end of each chapter for those who want 
to go deeper.

The section concludes with a unique chapter about discovering a middle 
way between existing cultural and philosophical tensions that shape our 
teaching. The story contained in this chapter, meant to be read in full, uses 
two extreme examples to stimulate our critical thinking and to create greater 
clarity about our role and goal as Christian teachers.
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1
The Contribution of Teaching  
to Discipleship

ALLEN JACKSON

People come to faith in Christ through a wide range of means. One person 
can come to faith simply because a church bus picked him up as a child in his 
neighborhood, and another by listening to a person speaking on a sidewalk. 
Many come to faith because of the intentional conversation of a friend or 
family member, while others do so through a group program at a church, 
camp, or conference. The moment of salvation begins a new journey of spiri-
tual growth, a pathway toward spiritual maturity that needs teachers along 
its way to help, inform, and guide.

This pathway (or process) is called discipleship, a “lifelong journey of 
obedience to Christ which transforms a person’s values and behavior, and 
results in ministry to one’s home, church, and in the world.”1 Dallas Willard 
says that discipleship is a form of spiritual formation, “the process of shap-
ing our spirit and giving it definite character. It means the formation of our 
spirit is in conformity with the Spirit of Christ.”2 It is alongside this pathway 
and process that Christian teaching plays its role, a forming and shaping 

1. Barry Sneed and Roy Edgemon, Transformational Discipleship (Nashville: LifeWay, 1999), 3.
2. Dallas Willard, The Great Omission: Reclaiming Jesus’ Essential Teachings on Discipleship 

(New York: HarperCollins, 2006), 53.
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process focused on the nature and direction of a person’s transformational 
journey with the Triune God.

Teaching is part of a collective discipleship process, a combination of rela-
tionships, formal events, intentional conversations, and personal disciplines 
(i.e., prayer, Bible study, and reflection). Perry Downs says that Christian 
education “begins where evangelism ends, helping believers grow in their 
faith.”3 Spiritual growth, though, requires more than a transfer of informa-
tion; it is measured in development toward Christlikeness, a process where 
the formal and informal lessons intersect and fuel believers to keep moving 
toward maturity.4

Good teaching is rarely disconnected from a strong relationship between 
teacher and listener. This support of growth is a different educational focus 
than just teaching “stuff.” The goal is the maturation of the students, and that 
requires diverse approaches to teaching methods and objectives. Most can 
recall very few of the specific lessons they heard in youth group, church, or 
similar programs. They were important lessons in the moment. Occasionally 
we may recall a key story or bullet point, but most teaching that contributes 
to maturity is tied to the relationships that surround it.

Before we discuss teaching, learning theories, and techniques, we have 
to establish the discipleship roots for the method and practice of Christian 
teaching. We cannot undervalue teaching’s role in discipleship, as if spiritual 
growth requires no outside input or guidance. Neither can we overvalue 

3. Perry G. Downs, Teaching for Spiritual Growth: An Introduction to Christian Education 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 16. 

4. Nick Taylor, “Spiritual Formation: Nurturing Spiritual Vitality,” in Christian Education: 
Foundations for the Twenty-First Century, ed. Michael J. Anthony (Grand Rapids: Baker Aca-
demic, 2001), 91.

Perhaps our greatest lessons of discipleship happen through informal inter-
actions rather than a formal program. I remember learning to hang sheet 
rock on a mission trip with a youth group. The man who was supervising my 
team owned a drywall company, and he had agreed to try to mold a group 
of teenagers into expert hangers, floaters, and tapers. I am still okay at 
drywall, but I remember distinctly forming my theology of worship on that 
trip. I remember him talking about why he dressed up for church and how 
he paused before entering the worship space at our church to prepare for 
worship by clearing his mind and confessing his sins. I remember him telling 
me to think carefully about each lyric of each song that I would sing so that 
my words of worship would not be empty.

 Core Concepts
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teaching, equating spiritual maturity with knowledge or something we create 
versus a work of God within. When we take a balanced approach to teaching’s 
role in league with the work of the Holy Spirit, then we are able to better 
see how teaching plays a part in that maturation process.

As you read this chapter, reflect on these questions:

 1. What part has teaching played in your spiritual growth over the last 
ten years?

 2. If you were asked how discipleship and teaching worked together, what 
would your answer be?

 3. What part did teaching play in Jesus’s discipling ministry?

 4. In the context of teaching and discipleship, what do you think is more 
important: good content or good process? What are the pros/cons of 
that position?

While it is a false distinction to try to identify which relational activities 
are teaching and which are discipling, a discipler is a teacher, and a Chris-
tian teacher is a discipler. Jesus’s ministry exhibited the way teaching and 
discipleship are indistinguishable from each other. Jesus was often called 
teacher (John 13:13) or something similar.5 Even the Jewish authorities 
viewed his ministry as that of a teacher (Matt. 8:19). Though teaching was 
a significant part of his ministry, the relationships he had with his followers 
provided the “living model” for his message. Formal moments of teaching, 
combined with the informal life together, produced a group of disciples who 
were “fully trained” (Luke 6:40–41) to carry on Christ’s commission.

We often think of teaching taking place in a room that feels like a class-
room, which makes us think about school. Imagine what a scene from the 
Bible may have looked like if that was taken to an extreme:

Then Jesus took His disciples up to the mountain,
and gathering them around Him, He taught them saying:
“Blessed are the meek
Blessed are they that mourn
Blessed are the merciful
Blessed are they who thirst for justice
Blessed are you when persecuted
Blessed are you when you suffer
Be glad and rejoice, for your reward is great in Heaven!”

5. See, e.g., John the Baptist in Mark 9:38–39, Simon Peter in Luke 7:40–41, and Nicodemus 
in John 3:2.

 The Contribution of Teaching to Discipleship 
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Then Simon Peter said, “Do we have to write this down?”
And Andrew said, “Are we supposed to know this?”
And James said, “Will we have a test on this?”
And Philip said, “I don’t have any paper.”
And Bartholomew said, “Do we have to turn this in?”
And John said, “The other disciples didn’t have to learn this!”
And Matthew said, “When do we get out of here?”
And Judas said, “What does this have to do with real life?”
Then one of the Pharisees present asked to see Jesus’ lesson plans 

and inquired of Jesus, “Where are your terminal objectives in the 
cognitive domain?”

And Jesus wept.6

The humor of the story is clear to us now; 
Jesus was trying to make disciples through 
teaching eternity-altering truth. The disciples 
in the story missed it because they had estab-
lished patterns of just getting by with right an-
swers or being fearful of a test, while Jesus was 
teaching to shape their lives and equip them 
for a mission.

A Holistic Discipleship

Author James Stewart identifies five principles from Jesus’s ministry that 
can guide our own teaching.

 1. Jesus’s teaching was authoritative (Mark 1:27). His teaching was au-
thenticated by his life and his words. His example and his content 
were not suspect or shallow but gave credibility to his message.

 2. Jesus’s teaching was not authoritarian (John 6:60–69). He did not 
impose or force his message on his hearers but plainly presented the 
costs of discipleship, encouraged those who listened to respond, and 
then allowed individuals to confront the truth.

 3. Jesus’s teaching encouraged people to think (Matt. 16:13–15). The use 
of parables and questions did not provide easy answers or require rote 

6. “The Other Sermon on the Mount,” http://webserv.jcu.edu/bible/Humor/MountSermon 
.htm. I first saw this in Peter L. Stenke’s book, How Your Church Family Works: Understanding 
Congregations as Emotional Systems (Guilford, CT: Rowman & Littlefield, 2006). Most youth 
teachers will recognize some of their students somewhere in the parable!

“Equipping by its very nature is not just 
teaching skills but holistically growing 
people up in Christ’s way of living and 
loving so that the whole body ends up 
increasing in maturity in him.”

—Julie A. Gorman, Community That Is Christian, 
2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2002), 17.

 Core Concepts
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responses. Jesus encouraged his followers to 
think for themselves and respond after care-
fully considering the truth.

 4. Jesus lived what he taught (John 8:46). Jesus 
demonstrated how he wanted his disciplers to 
live, serve (John 13), and love (John 17) others. 
The “exampling” approach to Jesus’s teaching 
supported his content in such a way that the 
disciples saw what he meant and could readily 
follow that example in their ministry.

 5. Jesus had a love for those he taught (John 15:12). This was made clear 
in his presence with the disciples and his relationship with them.7

When an educated young man (a lawyer or teacher of the law) approached 
Jesus and asked him about eternal life, Jesus referred to the law.

And behold, a lawyer stood up to put him to the test, saying, “Teacher, what 
shall I do to inherit eternal life?” He said to him, “What is written in the Law? 
How do you read it?” And he answered, “You shall love the Lord your God with 
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all 
your mind, and your neighbor as yourself.” And he said to him, “You have 
answered correctly; do this, and you will live.” (Luke 10:25–28)

Jesus’s response reflects a holistic understanding of learning. You should 
love God in the cognitive domain (your mind), the affective domain (your 
heart and soul), and the psychomotor domain (your strength). A discipler 
is interested in learning of the head, the heart, and the hands, illustrating 
the three learning domains. So, for instance, when we memorize Scripture 
(cognitive), it can lead to a deeper appreciation for the richness of the text 
(affective), which then leads to a more confident willingness to obey (psy-
chomotor) what the Scripture teaches. Whether these learning objectives 
were intentional or incidental, they still lead to a mature faith.8

If the goal of teaching for discipleship is to present some “mature in 
Christ” (Col. 1:28–29), then our teaching should shape a maturity that 
is reflected in what students think, feel, and do. We want our students to 
think and not just know. As we teach, we want them to move beyond words 
to discover the meaning behind the words. We want them to have more 

7. James Stewart, The Life and Teaching of Jesus Christ (Nashville: Abingdon, 2000), 64–71.
8. There are other examples of Christian discipleship and teaching; this is just one. Some 

believers have disabilities that make memorizing Scripture difficult.

It is easy to read quickly over Stew-
art’s five principles and assume that 
we understand them. If you look 
them over again and think about 
teachers who have struggled with 
them, it becomes clear that these 
are not automatic. In fact, if we are 
honest, one or two of them might be 
principles that we need to work on.
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than a “bumper sticker” theology where they can say short catch phrases 
but can’t explain what they mean with any structure or connection to the 
Christian faith.

To that end, Dr. Rick Yount says that teachers need to do the following.

• Emphasize concepts more than words. We often use words or phrases 
and assume that our students know what they mean, and many 
words in Scripture can have several meanings. Teaching for meaning 
helps students to think and study on their own, an important skill in 
discipleship.

• Ask more questions and give fewer answers. Students are invested 
when they have to answer a question, and they often develop some 
additional questions of their own.

• Pose problems in our teaching versus giving reasons. Problem-posing 
creates tension that leads to strength in thinking and conviction. It 
also inoculates against dependency.

• Give examples versus facts. There is no better way to connect deep 
truth to contemporary realities than by using examples, stories, and 
illustrations.9

Perhaps a helpful word instead of teaching is preparing. We often hear 
the word equip, but teaching to equip others sometimes looks no different 
from content-only approaches to teaching. And at the end of the process, the 
students aren’t ready to do much of anything. Being prepared means that 
we’re poised, ready, trained, and capable. So what is needed then for our 
students to be prepared as disciples? What does that require of how we teach?

Why Do We Teach?

Why do we teach the next generations? In ideal situations, a father or mother 
would answer that in various ways.10 Parents teach their children to prepare 
them for the coming time when the children will be making decisions on 
their own. Parents teach because they are compelled by love for their sons 
and daughters, and they have a sense of urgency to share what they know 
about some task or challenge their children face. Most parents want to see 

9. Adapted from William R. Yount, The Teaching Ministry of the Church (Nashville: B&H, 
2008), 197–99. 

10. Not all have loving parents who are present, and not all parents have children who heed 
their parents’ instruction or example. 
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their children grow from an infant to a mature adult, a transformation that 
takes time, endurance, and intentionality.

With similar values, we teach the next generation. If we are living authen-
tic lives as disciples of Jesus, then we have something we must share; and 
we do so because we love others. We share content (i.e., kingdom principles) 
through process (relationships combined with intentional conversation) in a 
(hopefully) natural way. Teaching is so natural in the disciple-making process 
that the intentionality of Jesus’s interactions with the disciples (the Twelve 
and others) is overwhelming. For his curriculum, he utilized setting (have 
you caught any fish?), props (like a fig tree), local knowledge (will you give 
me a drink of water?), and traditions (you have heard it said). For Jesus as a 
teacher, discipleship—life in relationship with the Twelve and others—was 
the curriculum of the kingdom.

The apostle Paul was a teacher who understood the importance of pres-
ence, relationship, and example. Paul repeatedly invites believers to follow his 
example as he follows Christ (1 Cor. 4:16; Phil. 3:17; 4:9; 2 Thess. 3:7–9; Titus 
2:7). He reminded the Thessalonians of his demeanor and example, not being 
vain or deceitful but rather taking a gentle and patient posture (1 Thess. 2). 
Perhaps Paul’s encouragement to Timothy, “And the things you have heard 
me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable people who will 
also be qualified to teach others” (2 Tim. 2:2 NIV), serves as a strong example 
for how relationship and discipling are interwoven. There are four groups of 
disciples in this verse: Paul, Timothy, reliable people,11 and others. Paul taught 
Timothy, who is asked to repeat and teach reliable people who will in turn do 
the same with others. Disciples are replicated through teaching and influence.

A caution might be in order when considering the discipleship relationship 
and such intentional teaching. According to theologian Andrew Root, if we 
are in relationship with students so that we might teach them or influence 
them, we are at risk of being disingenuous. Commenting on the ministry he 
had with neighborhood adolescents in Los Angeles, he says,

I had to be honest with myself: I was trying to influence them. I was trying to 
get them to accept, know, trust, believe, or participate in something, believing it 
was best for them, believing it would fix them. But my desire to influence them 
was keeping me from really being with them—in a truly relational way. As my 
wife had reminded me, true relationships set their own terms for interaction 
(rather than being defined by one person’s agenda).12

11. English translations vary here, but the Greek word anthrōpoi refers to both men and women.
12. Andrew Root, Relationships Unfiltered (Grand Rapids: Zondervan/Youth Specialties, 

2009), 17.
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As a discipler, Jesus was primarily in relationship with the Twelve. He 
poured his life into them, walked with them, and without a doubt influenced 
them. However, one of the Twelve was not on board with Jesus’s kingdom 
vision at all. Yet during the last meal that the disciples shared before the 
crucifixion, Jesus washed Judas’s feet. The relationship and ministry were 
not contingent on grasping the point of Jesus’s teaching or even obeying it, 
though almost all did so eventually. The relationship was integral to the 
teaching and discipleship, and often whatever happened in the relationship 
was important to the teaching.

Discipleship Models

There is no shortage of materials and resources on the topic of discipleship, 
and yet there isn’t clarity or consensus on what discipleship is. Each church 
or ministry operates with its own understanding of the biblical text. Author 
Michael Wilkins has identified five prominent models that shape how dis-
cipleship is understood today.13

Disciples are learners. The Greek word for “disciple,” mathētēs, comes from 
the verb to learn and was used to describe “one who puts himself/herself 
under the teaching authority of a great teacher though it has no reference 
to whether or not the person is a Christian.”14 The use of the term in Scrip-
ture seems to mean more than a learner, though, and includes a posture of 
following and personal devotion (e.g., Acts 11:26).

Disciples are committed believers. This view sees discipleship as a step 
taken after salvation. This model looks at Jesus’s challenge to “count the 
cost” and focuses on those who left all to follow Jesus in comparison to the 
crowds and “ordinary” believers.15 This model is commonly used today but 
also has some problems. First, when Jesus invites others to count the cost, 
is it a call to salvation or to a deeper commitment (see Matt. 19:16–22 and 
Luke 14:25–33)? Second, assuming this model implies that there are less 
mature Christians and more committed Christians, it is difficult to give 
biblical support for a “two-class system” of Christians.16

Disciples are ministers. This model sees the disciples as those whom 
Jesus called to ministry, and so they are the ones called to serve others in 

13. Michael Wilkins, Following the Master: A Biblical Theology of Discipleship (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1992), 26–33.

14. Ibid., 26.
15. Ibid., 28.
16. Ibid., 29.
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ministry and missions. This model is prominent in church traditions that 
make a strong distinction between clergy (pastors) and laity and have a 
strong hierarchical structure. Wilkins says that this model has problems 
in that it too creates a two-tiered structure and is difficult to support with 
the use of “disciples” and other words in the New Testament.

Disciples are converts; discipleship comes later. This model separates 
salvation from discipleship. To “make disciples” means to make converts, 
and then discipleship is something that begins later. The problem is that 
the disciple-making commission also included “baptizing” and “teaching” 
in its command. Wilkins asks if it’s even possible to be a disciple without 
being involved in discipleship.

Disciples are converts who are in the process of discipleship. This model 
sees discipleship not as an optional second step but as what it means to 
be a Christian. As Jesus called others to him, he also sent people out to 
make other disciples, meaning, “Growth in discipleship was 
the natural result of the new disciple’s life.”17 This is a widely 
held view of discipleship, though the emphasis can vary among 
such things as a personal commitment, a disciple’s impact on 
society, growth within the community of believers, or a focus 
on missional ministry.

Perhaps the best way to start unpacking how we think about 
discipleship is to finish this sentence: If someone is a true disciple 
of Jesus, then he or she . . . How we respond to this prompt is tell-
ing about how we think of discipleship and how we present its 
essence to others. This is especially true when we teach young 
people. We are quick to reduce complexities into short phrases so that they 
can be understood. When we do that, we may inadvertently be presenting 
a form of discipleship that may not be faithful to Scripture or that offers 
only a partial view.

Wilkins defines a disciple as “one who has come to Jesus for eternal life, 
has claimed Jesus as Savior and God, and has embarked upon the life of 
following Jesus.”18 In the book of Acts, the word disciple is synonymous 
with those who are believers (Acts 4:32; 6:7; 9:26; 11:26). Wilkins adds 
that the form is usually plural, showing that individual believers are 
seen as linked to a community of disciples. Therefore, when we talk about 
Christian discipleship, it is about what it means to grow as a Christian 
in all areas of life: “Discipleship and discipling mean living a fully human 

17. Ibid., 32.
18. Ibid., 40.

What model best 
characterizes the 
one you heard in 
church? Which one 
resonates with you 
as you understand 
discipleship? Why do 
you hold that view?
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life in this world in union with Jesus Christ and growing in conformity 
to his image.”19

There are at least two ways that teaching interacts with discipleship. 
First, teaching informs discipleship. During an unusually intense teaching 
time, Jesus apparently felt the urgency to teach about discipleship as he 
contemplated the difficult road ahead of him. Luke 9:51 tells us that Jesus 
focused on Jerusalem where crucifixion, burial, and ascension would take 
place. Luke tells three consecutive stories where Jesus taught about the 
requirements of discipleship. Each time the word follow is used to invite 
persons to become disciples of Jesus. In the first story, a man promised 
to follow Jesus wherever he went (Luke 9:57). In the second story, a man 
promised to become a disciple as soon as he said good-bye to his family (Luke 
9:59). In the third story a man told Jesus, “Lord, I will follow you as soon as 
my father dies and I settle his estate.” Jesus introduced this section with a 
lesson on discipleship and commitment: “And he said to all, ‘If anyone would 
come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow 
me. For whoever would save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life 
for my sake will save it’” (Luke 9:23–24).

These three stories demonstrate a few of the typical responses to teach-
ing about discipleship. Jesus instructed about the commitment necessary 
to be a disciple. Teaching informs discipleship.

Teaching also organizes discipleship. The apostle Paul expected disciple-
ship to be replicated from generation to generation. The process is described 
in 2 Timothy 3:14–17 (NIV):

But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have become convinced 
of, because you know those from whom you learned it, and how from infancy 
you have known the Holy Scriptures, which are able to make you wise for 
salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. All Scripture is God-breathed and is 
useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that 
the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.

When a disciple is taught in the context of a relationship that is not 
agenda driven but one that has a love motivation, like a parent to a son or 
daughter, the lessons move down from the head to the heart, from “learned” 
to “convinced of.” The disciple is aware of his teachers—in Timothy’s case, 
Paul referred to Timothy’s mother, grandmother, and to himself. Teaching 
truths from Scripture gives the disciple wisdom that points to faith, and 
the text is trustworthy for the development of the disciple.

19. Ibid., 42.
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Questions and Activities

 1. What common misconception about teaching and Christian education 
is the author attempting to address?

 2. Do a search for how a group or denomination you are familiar with 
defines or describes discipleship. How does its definition seem to affect 
its approach to teaching?

 3. When you teach, do you emphasize thinking, feeling, or doing? How 
can you become more holistic in your teaching and support the other 
areas?

 4. What was the content of Jesus’s teaching? What role did theological 
content play in his discipleship and teaching?

 5. Write three examples (from your life or from others you know) that 
show why teachers need to balance content and relationship with 
regard to discipleship.
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